When two seasoned hares set a trail, hashers expect a hilarious, heart-stopping, hospitable, half-witted
event. T2H3 Hash Run #620 was all of that, and more. Blanket Bummer and Always Dripping went for
familiarity, with a circuitous route around the stadium. Thankfully, two beer stops and the inaugural “KS
+ BKS” were entertaining enough to make up for covering familiar ground. What is a KS? It’s a Kids’ Stop,
at a playground, with tremendous potential for amusing escapades (and hopefully to slow the group
down and allow the only hare who did any work to collect and carry the beer in a timely fashion).
Is that a false accusation? I think not. As heard directly from the hare’s mouth, only one of the two
marked the trail. This scribe didn’t dare ask whether the other needed more beauty sleep or was just
too hungover.
It was the day of the French, with Just Maia and Just Boris making a return. Just Boris set a new fashion
trend in purple, modelling a splendiferous track suit/pyjama suit which might in future become the new
T2H3 branded outfit. Then Europeans and Brits faced off and all consumed a down down in honour of
the hash that is being made of Brexit. Not to be outdone, the Southern Hemisphere was also celebrated,
with tales from some group members’ recent Kiwi adventure. We will neither confirm nor deny the
veracity of those claims – right, Mum?
Following disappointed feedback, tardy naming rites were completed for Maliboss and Twin Peaks. One
is never truly named until Igor has been brought into service, and these two harriets have now been well
and truly named. The group felt like it was their birthday with the return of Poke Around and his big
smile (was that an even bigger smile on Slowpoke’s face as well?), but lamented that CCoC Up reneged
on her promise to attend. CCoC Up, where are you? We promise not to ask you to cook or clean up!
The final and most grateful and reverent mention must go to our esteemed RA, Spermbank. Spermi, as
he is fondly known, reached the milestone 300th T2H3 hash on this occasion. He and his little black book
of misdeeds and insinuations could be described as the sticky white stuff that binds the group together,
and on this occasion he was presented with our heartfelt thanks and appreciation in the form of beer
and more beer. On On! and may there be 300 more.
Here ends this scribe’s knowledge of T2H3 Hash #620: Spermi’s 300th Cum

